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READY PREP EQUIPMENT LEASE AGREEMENT 
(Orlando International Airport) 

This READY PREP EQUIPMENT LEASE AGREEMENT ("Agreement") is made 
this 28th day of April, 2022 (the "Effective Date"), between, Conrac Solutions Operators, LLC, 
an Alaska limited liability company, 918 Powell Ave. SW, Suite 125, Renton, WA 98057 
(alternatively "CS Operators" or "Lessor") and the Greater Orlando Aviation Authonty (the 
"Autbority" or "GOAA") operator of Orlando International Airport, One Jeff Fuqua Boulevard, 
Orlando Florida 33827 ("Airport," "MCO" or "Lessee"). When used to refer to an entity rather 
than a place, the words "Airport," "MCO," "Authority," "GOAA" and "Lessee" each refer 
interchangeably to either or both entities as empowered with respect to the pertinent subject matter. 
Lessor and Lessee are collectively referred to as herein as the "Parties" and each individually as 
a "Party." 

Lessor acknowledges that it is the intent of Lessee to make the Equipment available for use 
by certain rental car concessionaires operating on-Airport at MCO and that choose to use the 
Equipment ("RACs"), and Lessee acknowledges that all obligations and duties of Lessor 
hereunder are expressly limited to the obligations set forth herein and shall be conditioned upon 
the agreement and compliance by such RACs with the requirements described in Section 6 of this 
Agreement and those certain Rental Automobile Concession Agreements by and between the 
Lessee and the respective RACs, as supplemented and amended from time to time (the "RAC 
Agreement"), and particularly as supplemented by Amendment No. 1 to be negotiated and 
executed by and between the RACs and the Lessee, before the Equipment defined below is placed 
into operation (the "STC QTA Amendment" and together with the RAC Agreement, the 
"RAC/STC QTA Agreement") as may be amended from time to time, in accordance with the 
provisions of this Agreement and the RAC/STC QTA Agreenient. The RAC/STC QTA 
Agreement, or any other agreement authorizing a RAC to use the Equipment shall make the RACs 
each responsible and contractually obligated to, without limitation, pay at market rates. 

1. the cost to repair any and all damage to any portion of the Equipment caused by the RAC, 
it's agents, employees contractors or invitees; 

2. all other costs of operating the Equipment allocated to each RAC by Lessor either (i) 
according to the proportionate share of total car wash cycles completed by the Equipment 
that are allocated to each RAC (each RACs "Usage Share"), or (ii) by measurement or 
metering of the respective actual use by each RAC or use by or at its allocated portion of 
the Equipment, including without limitation: 

a. the cost of all consumables, including, without limitation, car wash soap, washer fluid 
and gasoline; 

b. the cost of all utility services, including without limitation, electricity, water, sewer, 
telephone, internet access, trash service; 

c. the cost of all taxes, license fees, assessments (other than income taxes) which are 
imposed or levied upon the Equipment or the operations at the Site; 

d. ail other Equipment operating costs or Site maintenance costs, other than ordinary 
maintenance of the Equipment, performed by Lessor. 
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